Message Four: “The Revelation of The Divine Galactic Blueprint”
Received at TOSA ranch by Sri Ram Kaa through Kira Raa
January 29, 2005

Hello! Yes I am here! Good afternoon and how are you?! Yes! It is good to see you. Welcome! And we are glad that you are here today.
It is indeed a divine pleasure to spend time with you again today on this day of the day of the revelation to you of the Divine Galactic
Blueprint. Om! What do you think?
(Note: Archangel Zadkiel is referring to the banner containing the Divine Galactic Blueprint which had been revealed to the crowd just
prior to the opening remarks)
Yes! This is another Big Wow! It is important for you to know this. Now many of you remember in December we talked to you and said
that December was for you a culminating time of power, presence and energy; a time of bringing your consciousness into form, along with
being a time of manifestation, completion and lifting. Yes, you remember yes? Good! Let’s hear yes again!
Yes! (from the group)

The Divine Shift: Energy Reference
Good, glad to hear this. It is important for you to understand, many dearest ones that as you are lifting, as you are bringing in new energy,
as you are going into realms of alignment that have yet to be revealed on this planet, it is time for you to have another big wow in front
of you. Yes it is!
The big wow is the understanding that you have indeed
created the opening for the divine shift.
You have created the shift to move forward.
You have created the gift of connection of energy reference.
Now you ask, what does that mean? “Energy reference” what does that mean? It means that you have given yourself the opportunity to say
“I will now release the energy that keeps me spellbound”. For indeed you are spellbound when you are here on this planet. Oh yes, like
under a spell. And so you have released the energy of being spellbound so that you may accept and understand on a higher level the energy
of being galactically free. Freedom into the realm of truth and the realm of connectivity and to accept back the gift of authenticity.
You see, Dearest Ones, the time of the release of the spellbound is here!
How many do you know look like little robots?
Many! We know you know this. You see them and go little robots! They do what they are told to do. They eat what they’re supposed
to eat! It is important for you to realize that it is not time to be robot anymore! Unless of course you want to be. Then be good robots,
yes! Do it well! It is important to understand that robots do not have the ability to be free in their expression. Their expression has been
programmed.
Dearest ones, think of your expression in third dimensional terms only. For this moment just recall your density experience. Is it not as
if a programmed robot? You grow a certain way, you do certain things. Your expectations are meant to be a certain way and you do, you
live your life as if a little robot. And you are good robot and it is good thing! And now the time of the robotic experience is done. Good!
Yea! Alleluia! Unless of course you like it. Right? Good!
Then what you do is you say “OK”, the time of being a robot not for me! I wish to be in different area of expression.
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Transiting and Densification
Transit is important for you to understand. Your energy must transit from here. You can keep it bound, you can keep it here by simply
aligning with all of the robotic understandings and energies of density and you can have one heck good time! Yes, you can be very
densified in your experience and many, many, many around you are enjoying densification! How is that for new word? (laughter)
You can look at them and go Wow! You are densification! Very cool! Yes! It is cool!
When one experiences densification one is giving themselves the gift of fully
embracing this realm, this energy, this time. As you call time, time.
Before we go further we wish to explain why we make this mention to you today. Because dearest children, in the next three months to
come much densification is happening. It is like Jell-O sitting in the refrigerator. Yes, it goes from liquid to jelly pretty quick. You will
find that there will be much densification pretty quick in the next three months.

Culminating Consciousness
Simultaneously there will be much galactic upliftment.
Much galactic upliftment.
As we have mentioned to you in the December, there will be culminating consciousness. Yes! It is important to understand that in the
culminating consciousness you are at the time of the culminating line of demarcation. Big word. What is line of demarcation? It is
point that says step or don’t step. This is it! Get on; get off; but make decision. Oh, yes. We talked to you about this last month, no?
We say, gray not good be black, be white but make the decision what are you? I am dense, I am not dense. I am of galactic upliftment
or I am not. Make decision! You must get off of this little pot you are sitting on! Yes, it is important to do so. As you move forward, as
you stay committed, as you give back into the flow that gives to you be prepared for extremely rapid upliftment. You get that? Good.
Yes, extremely rapid. Very good. Oh, yes. You see the egoic mind, which is a lovely gift, you have played with it much. No? (much
laughter)
Yes! You have said “little ego gift come play with me” and it has! It is a good gift. This egoic gift will go into uproar as densification
continues. You will be bombarded with justifiable information to densify.
Now what?
Who is being justified?
Who is being given this information and who chooses to pay attention?
With what eyes do you see?
Do you see it with the eyes of one who is living in galactic alignment or do you see it with the eyes of one who chooses to live in
densification? You must ask yourself and make the declaration and it must be strong, and it must be firm, and it must be committed! Yes,
and you already know this do you not? Yes! (Much laughter) So it is important to pay attention to this.
It is beautiful to see all of the energies here of the many galactic rainbows of the gift of Upliftment. For you see, Dearest Children, if
you are to remain in the fifth dimension, if you are to remain living in the realm of true galactic alignment there is no more preparation.
Sorry, that time is gone. It is the time of now. We cannot tell you to prepare that which is already here! Oh my goodness. It is a question
of stepping in. So which do you care to do? Do you care to step in or not?

The Importance of The One and the “Helmet”
Many say to us: “What of those who do not hear this message? What of those who do not have this understanding?”
It is important for you dearest ones to remember, for each of you
who says Yes, for each of you that moves forward, for each of you that
claims the truth of You, you will then hold open a portal
for 100,000 of those who say “I wish to stay in densification”.
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Do not doubt your power!
We pray this number is enough for you to understand your power. (laughter) Yes! You start counting people you see, you’ll get it. (much
laughter) Yes, it is important for you to know that in this time, in this time wear your helmet. Now what is the helmet? You say “oh I
remember”. Oh, very good, she remembers! Wear your helmet. The helmet is the crown of the former chakra system, (see January 1,
2005 message), exploded into the three points of light that unify with your third eye; thereby offering you a protection of great galactic
energy, interfacing, connection, upliftment, joy, knowing and patience. Oooh, patience is a big one! Yes it is. Many of you, as the
densification will continue over the next three months, you will be forced or you must look at many decisions that are very bearing on
the rest of the way you plan on experiencing this world prior to the shift. Three months. . .very short time.
In that time you may not pay attention and so it is important for you to do what? Spend every minute focused on the divine! Does this
sound like refresher course today?
Yes it does! Sometimes we need a little refresher. You must spend every minute, every second, every moment focused on the divine.
Every moment. (See October 30 message)

A Light Experiment
Dearest ones, if you take a flashlight. Yes, you all know flashlight? OK. If you take a flashlight and you put it on your hand, we hold out
the hand. So we put a flashlight on the hand, like this, if it is straight down on the hand can you see the light? No, because only that which
is under the light has the light shining. All around it that you see has no light. But what happens if you lift the light just a little bit?
You can see light!
Yes! Even just a little bit we lift the flashlight, you can all do this experiment at home. Yes, you can try this yourself! (much laughter)
You go home you take flashlight you put it on hand and you say “what happened to the light”. I do not see it. Then you lift a little bit
and what happens? Oh, you see lots of light. Yes. That is the crack that is the opening, the escalation. That is what is happening in the
next three months.
This is why there will be greater densification and
this is why there will also be greater unification and understanding.
Dearest ones if we move that flashlight even higher then there’s a lot more light! It also means that those who are afraid must run pretty
darn fast! They don’t want to be there! Oh my goodness!
It is important for you to let yourself make this choice and to say
“Yes! I choose the fifth dimensional experience now!”

Dimension Shifting
You can expect much wrestling during this time. Who will you be wrestling with? You. You will be wrestling with you because the you
that has aligned with the third dimension will bring up everything that it has left, and there’s some left. Everything, everything that is
left it will come up and it will say;
“I cannot do this, this cannot be. How can we be in the
fifth dimension this feels so third dimension to me!”
You must at that point say:
“Ah ha yes, I understand. I understand the truth of the I. I understand that the
one that has the experience of this world, that has come to be in vessel,
completely understands.”
Give yourself the gift of feeling and understanding what
the shift of dimensions is truly about.
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You see, Dearest Ones, you must practice!
You must practice embracing, knowing and being in the fifth dimension.
You must practice by keeping your eyes on the divine at all times.
Do not; do not allow yourself the gift of going away. When you give yourself the gift of going away, you of course can reenergize the
densification! And this is OK. However, in that moment is that the moment you were called to remember? And where were you? It is
like going on a little trip somewhere and saying “I’ll come back in a minute”. Well; then come back.
Be! Know! Do! Experience!
You see, Dearest Ones, the time of the unification of ‘walking the walk’ not just ‘talking the talk’ is truly here. Many talk the talk do
they not? Some talk it really well! Yes, and many, many, many wish to walk and then their densification steps in and says, “I can not do
this”. Yes, you can!

Activating the Helmet & Galactic Third Eye
We wish for you to call in now “the helmet”. We think of
other word but helmet is good you all know what the helmet
is right? Good! When you put on a helmet somebody can
crash into you, no pain! Good! Cause there’s going to be
lots of crashing! (much laughter) Oh boy! Oh, baby crash
is coming!
We ask you take hands, yes and take the hands like this,
very good. Bring them right below your ear. (palms
against the head, fingers pointed out)
Very good, very good. As you have them right below the
ear we ask you to close eyes, to call in breath through the
nose and as you do bring it into the center of the head. And
as you exhale lift the arms up and let the breath come out
the ears. Excellent. Oh, good!
Do again. (bring your hands) To the ears we breathe in
deep and then out the ears. Yes, yes, yes. One more time.
We bring the hands to the ears, we breathe in deep, yes, and lift, lift, lift, lift bring the spine with it. Yes! Yes, yes, yes, yes!
Anytime you feel you need a lift, anytime you feel imbalanced, depressed, concerned, confused, not sure all you need to do, Dearest
Ones, then activate the helmet with a lift. You remember this? Good. Because it is that simple it is that easy. And you can do it anywhere
any time and it is always there for you.
Now we ask again because the Uriel would like to speak to you today and we are taking up our time, as they say. However, before the
Uriel appears to speak with you he wishes for you to activate your Galactic Third Eye, which is the galactic third charka.
Begin by taking the hand to here (third eye), yes, and taking the other hand to the heart. Yes. Very good.
Breathe in. As you breathe in activate the star of consciousness that rests above the third eye on the forehead. As you breathe out allow
all to release through the heart. So we are going in through this area of consciousness activating the star and out through the heart. Yes.
Again. Yes.
See the star appear for you. Know the truth of this energy. Relax into any belief of what it should look like, feel like, be like, just let it
be. Yes. Take your hands down to the heart, both hands at heart.
We are today offering each of you, and all that hear us,
an opening of the heart. Breathe into your heart.
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Let the lifting be. What is being offered to you is a Golden Ray of connectivity that will help support, uplift, bring your heart into higher
connection, and to energize the helmet of the fifth dimensional energy. Breathe, breathe, breathe, deeper. Yes, yes, yes. Relax. Yes.
You carry with you, Dearest Ones, the gift of expansion, the gift of giving,
the gift of being, the gift of knowing. You hold a space for many. Always know this.
Do not doubt. Be in your truth. We offer you many blessings. Yes!

Archangel Uriel Comes In
Why You are on the Planet at This Time
Hello. Yes. Good evening. We are delighted to be here with all of you again today. It has been, as they say, a little while since we have had
the opportunity to speak with you. We are here because of the unveiling of the Divine Galactic Blueprint to you. For many of you in here,
(referring to all who are also reading/listening to this message) it is important for you to understand why you are the first to see this.
Why did you choose to be here today? (read this message)
Why did you make the journey? (find this website)
Why did you come? (keep reading)
You must ask yourself these questions.
For those of you that have been here before, why do you continue to come?
What is it that drew you here to know, to be, to see, to experience?
It is important for you to recognize the gift of who you are. The gift of what you bring. Recognize the energy that is being offered to you
at a time that is of a great unveiling on the planet.
You have come here at this time to be able to hold an energy field that has not ever,
not ever been brought forth to your experience of the realm of density before.
This has not been on, what you call, this planet before. We wish to give you the history of the Divine Galactic Blueprint because,
Dearest Ones, you have all had experiences in Atlantis. Every one of you hearing this! Every one of you!

The History of the Divine Galactic Blueprint
You were of a higher order at the time of Atlantis and this is why you are here now. You were of those that knew of the purity of the
Divine Galactic understanding. You had the connection, (to the Divine Galactic Blueprint), at that time. You were doing your best to be
able to prevent, to connect and to protect a calamity, yes, we use this word calamity, at the end time (of Atlantis). You came together in
the temple on the shore. This was a high galactic temple. It was a temple of what you would call today white marble. It was on the shores
of a crystalline sea. We offer you this specific information so that you can remember. So that you can go there. You were all there. You
were all there. When you were there you made a commitment that you would protect the Divine Galactic Blueprint and that you would
indeed let it come back during the next experience of vessel density at a time when there would be the opportunity to be able to have
many benefit from the purity of the understanding.
You are here, Dearest Children, because you have kept your promise. Even if this is the only time you are ever here, (or read this
message). You needed to be here today, in this moment right now. We come to honor you. We come to let you know that we give thanks
to you. We have held this for you until this time. We have held it so that it would be ready when you were ready.
Yes, thank you for being here all of you. You must remember the truth now.
Dearest Ones, it is the time for you to take off your mask and remember.
You were priests. You were torchbearers. You were legions of angels. Of those who held the highest frequency. You were able to do
alchemical transitions of many different experiences. Yes, you all remember, you all know!
It is important for you let go in this moment right now, let go of anything that feels as if it is of this world of the third dimension. Let
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go of it in this moment and know the truth.
Thank you for being here. Thank you for keeping your promise.
We are at a very critical time in your experience of being the vessels. Thank you for being here. It brings us such joy to see you so
evolved, to see you in this place now, and to see you ready to walk this path. All of you. This is why you have come to the planet.
This is why you are here to know the truth of who you are.
To be able to say there is much more to me than I do now. To understand the greater level, the greater field, the greater depth. There is
much we have to share with you. There is much that we have for you to know and remember.
Many of you have had these memories. Many of you have had these experiences. They have been like pinholes; you see through the veil
and then it closes. You feel you know and then you shut it down. We are here to reassure you that it is everything you have thought it was.
You have not been making up anything. You have a good imagination because you must have it. It must bring you to the truth of where
you are now. We wish for you to know that the next three months on your planet are tumultuous at best. There will be many energies that
will be coming in. Know this is why you are here now. This is why you have reconnected with this energy.

Masters for Masters
It is important for you to know there are many paths back to source. There are many paths. This is but one path. Using the Divine
Galactic Blueprint is but one path. It is a direct path and it is very rapid. It is a path of Masters who have held for Masters. Dearest Ones,
you are all teachers of teachers. You have all been in Mastership. You are all here again now because it is your time not to forget.
It is your time to rejoice, celebrate and remember.
It does not serve you to be small. It does not serve you to stay hidden. It does not serve you to do anything except explain and be the
fullness of yourself. You must enter into your fullness, no holes barred, as they say. It is your time. We are at a very rapid expansionary
time.
You must be living in the fifth dimensional energy.
You will be seeing more.
You will be knowing more.
You will have many more connections, much more flow, much more energy coming around you. Much more, what you call, serendipitous
events. Connect with those you must connect with, do not hold back. Use the truth charka to be the truth. (former Throat chakra, see
November 27 message)
Let your voice, if you must still use a voice, ring out with the truth, with the joyous understanding. It does not serve you to hold back. It
only serves you to be, to understand and to love. Yes, there is much we can share with you, yet you must understand that in this sacred
space today, much energy, each of you has been showered with much energy. Much healing, much knowing, much connecting. Yes,
much love. We have much to share with you. Much to share with you and yet you must just know in this moment, you must know from
your divine galactic heart.

Connecting to the Memory
Remember standing on the shores of the crystalline sea on a mountaintop over looking the sea. Each of you, feel the breeze. You knew
this time. As each of you felt the breeze you turned and went collectively into the sacred space at the end of Atlantis where you made an
agreement that you would seed this world with all of the gifts of that world.
Where you would leave markers.
Where you would protect.
Where you would come together again at this time.
Each of you reconnected with the other. Each of you knowing to talk to another. All of you know this; this is not new information.
We are simply honoring the choice that you made when you asked us to please come back in this form at this time. This is when
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you collectively decided what you would each do and where you would each be and how you would each come into form and how
you would manifest and how you would walk forward. You must not let anyone outside of you influence you. Only your heart!
You must be in your galactic heart, Dear Ones, there is no more time for you to not be.
If you choose to not be, there is always plenty of time. If you choose to be and it is your choice again to re-up, as they say. If it is your
time to re-up know that we welcome you with great love and thanks. We have waited, as you have waited and we thank you. We come
today to honor you. To say thank you. To let you know how loved you are. How grateful we are you are here. How happy we are you
have said “yes” and will not deny the truth. That you have said, “I will reconnect with that time.” We welcome you here and we will stay
present to answer your questions if you have any.

Questions and Answers
Yes.
Q: I’ve had people ask me why this is the Year of the Lord, could you clarify that.
Uriel: Yes. When they ask you this you must know they are asking you from a realm of third dimensional egoic filters that are afraid of
the word “Lord”. We encourage you, first of all to use the word Light. That we are in the Year of Light. And in the Year of Light, for this
will be more palpable for many to understand and hear, and in the Year of Light we are in the Year of Light because before you. What
do you see? (reference to the Divine Galactic Blueprint)
This is the year, Dearest Ones,
this is the first time in the history,
of your incarnations on this world that
this has been made available for you to
connect with again.
This is a glorious time.
This is celebration.
This is indeed the Year of the Lord if there has ever been one, for the Divine Galactic Blueprint
has revealed itself back and you are ready to step into the vehicle and interdimensional shift
by the end of the year. If you wish to, you will be able to transmute many dimensions and still
be here. Similar to what you did in Atlantis yet with the responsibility of the understanding
of the Divine Holiness. This is the Enochian way. The Elohemian life style and the Enochian
way are what one is brought when they are walking truly with the Divine Galactic Blueprint.
The twelve torches are before you. (reference again to the picture of the Divine Galactic
Blueprint) Each of these points of light is a torch of this way and there is much for you to yet
learn. So for those who do not understand why it is the Year of the Light, maybe you simply
show them a picture or you smile and you simply allow them to know that it is time for them
to simply be in Joy. This is the picture. You are welcome. Thank you for returning. Your
rainbow shines bright.
I’m happy to be here.
Yes.
Q: I’ve been drawn by guidance to establish a paranormal center in my home to study the wing maker teaching, which are based mainly
on the new developing charka system and I’m wondering if it is aligned with your teachings and that’s why I’m so strongly drawn
here.
Uriel: You know that you must ascend into a new charka system and that is why you are here. Go into your heart to see that and you
will know all is true.
Thank you.
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Yes.
Q: All that you speak about Atlantis and about us being a part of it and remembering, and at the same time over the last few weeks with
this change in consciousness and energy that I feel, I have been feeling this connection to Lemuria.
Uriel: Oh yes.
Q: And wanting to call fellow Lemurians to join me and I’m not clear what that is about? Something’s happening.
Uriel: It is indeed a homecoming and there are many portals that are being activated. This is why we have asked during the autumnal
equinox, this is why we have asked the Sri Ram Kaa and the Kira Raa to open a portal in the Moray Circle of Peru. There will be
direct contact being made at this time. And you Lemurians who also then had Atlantean life times are being activated in a manner that
you cannot stop. And so it is important for you to realize (much laughter) you cannot mess it up, as they say. It is important for you to
understand that in the Lemurian experience you must first reconnect with the healing of Atlantis to bring the fullness of the Lemurian
experience. Which is what would be climaxing in the fall of this year. You must feel your Atlantean experience first to fully honor the
Lemurian pathway. Bring it into your heart. Bring it up into the world and let in unveil. For it is unveiling as you are already seeing. And
for many of you here, know too, we wish to offer you this insight.
There were many Lemurians who at the culmination of the Lemurian experience, there were those who also believed that we should not,
how we say, that you should not have another density experience and so there are different Lemurian energies present at this time. Heal
your Atlantian energy. Be present for the upliftment. This is why you are feeling growth before you. Brightly and clearly you will have
no question to ask you will simply have much to teach.
Response from Q: You already started the healing because I was feeling some confusion between my connection with Atlantis and my
connection with Lemuria, and I’m now just like, (holds heart and smiles), just like this so thank you.
Uriel: Thank you for being here and honoring your commitment. We thank you. Yes. Yes.
Q: Is this why I feel like I can go into places like Hawaii and like I’m bringing energy, converging energy back and, well, convergence
is the word I keep coming with, that I’m picking up things and bringing them back.
Uriel: Yes, you must all collect back. This is part; everyone is having their own collecting experience. This is why the Zadkiel talked
to you today about densification and about the upliftment. Because in the collecting, as you bring energy into wholeness for not only
your energy but the energy of all, as you do this, it leaves an area of opening for other energy to be available. And so there will be, as
all are in the collection process, as they say, there will be densification and there will be upliftment. And yes of course this is why this is
happening for you and for many. Yes.
Yes.
Q: I’ve come a long way to be here today and I would like to ask if you have any insight for me. I’ve felt, between bridging the worlds
between the three-dimensional and where else we’re going at this same time I’m bridging continents. Between having a life in America
and now a life in Africa. It seems the higher my vibration goes the deeper into density I’m going in where I’ve been living. And I feel
like I will be going back there and I’m just wondering if you have and insight to share with me on more of my role? I’ve simply been
following my heart each step of the way and would love any expanded perception that you might have to share with me.
Uriel: You came here, Dear One, to collect back the energy and to collect the blueprint activation. From there your answers will be
revealed to you. You must stay there, however. You have a first, second and third charka issue that is trying to call you away. You must
pay back attention to those. These are not of the ascended chakra system. These are those of the traditional chakra system. You must
look carefully at first three charkas. Breathe into your galactic heart, take in the blueprinting energy and you will be very clear. You have
much work to do, yes.
Thank you.
You are welcome. Yes.
Q: It seems that the bulk of this planet is galactically imbalanced, and in my heart I also feel very called to be a healer whether it be of
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people or the planet. And I’m in a place where I’m in deeper help in seeing my strength and power to affect those around me. So, I’m
asking for advice.
Uriel: Dearest One, you came here and in what has been gifted to many today, you have received a galactic alignment, an energetic
imprint that will hold your heart in greater harmony. You must hold yourself in this harmony. Refrain from being disharmonious with the
truth of who you are even if you must shift where you are and what you do. Just pay attention and receive. Breathe in deep, Dear Child,
and receive. This is all you must do.
Yes.
Q: I just want to ask you I’ve been meeting some very close soul connections and it feels like a brotherhood and sisterhood of light from
another dimension and I’m getting a very strong call to have a light center somewhere in this area. Can you give me any information?
Uriel: You will have even more connections. There are three more for you to connect with yet before the circle is ready to evolve. And
those next three must be called in and, as with many, and we appreciate this question, because many are now reconnecting with the soul
family and many are opening up the door to realize they have not been of this planet at all. And so it is a good time to know this, to
remember this and to align. Your center of light is already before you. Bringing it into the form that you are seeking may look different
than you desire now and will indeed manifest in glory, as you wish it to. Be open; allow the next three to come in. Yes.
Yes.
Q: There’s been a lot of information about Lemuria and Atlantis and can you share any information about Poseidon and what history
that had on this planet?
Uriel: We ask you, who wishes to know?
Poseidon. Who wishes to know? I do.
Uriel: Ok. The I or the I?
Good question.
Uriel: It is a question for you, Dear One because it is time for you to go deeper than the small I. Yes, we use this analogy for you. And
it is time for you to come only from the big I. There is much we can say about that experience and that time. It is important for you,
however, to know this answer without us offering it to you in this format. Go into the big I and know your truth. You have much to do
and a crown sits upon your head that has been reactivated. Feel the color of the emerald, the amethyst, the crystalline and take in the truth
of the up-liftment and then you’ll ask your question again on a different perspective. A trident lays before you. Please pick it up.
Yes.
Q: I often feel my energy and attention scatters and goes in many different directions. Does this serve any higher purpose? How can I
be of greater service? Any suggestions?
Uriel: You are searching for your soul in many different places and so many who are searching for their soul feel scattered or in different
directions. Because the energy has not been focused and understood what it is you are truly looking for. So in the dimension of the third
it feels like you are scattered. When you are feeling scattered breathe in and say “oh my goodness, my soul is before me what have
I claimed?” And realign the energy into claiming energy versus scattering energy. You have a great purpose in the collection of your
energetic upliftment, as do many, and so give yourself this gift of receivement. Yes, thank you.
Yes.
Q: I’ve felt I’ve had a calling to go to many sacred sites on the earth and if this is just a whim or is there a purpose here?
Uriel: There is a great purpose for you have had the ability to be part of why they are called sacred sites before in many lifetimes. This is
part of your soul connection also. There are some that would be beneficial for you to physically touch again while you still are in body.
Not for the purpose of curiosity and the small I, for the purpose of the greater upliftment and reenergization of the purpose of these sites.
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You must go deep into the truth of your heart to know why.
We will do two more. Yes.
Q: There’s confusion for me as to where to be at this point? So I just want some clarification. I feel like I need to be in a place where I
am in my power, so to speak, you know and like a lot of obstructions are happening?
Uriel: Yes. You must first clean a density charka issue in your third charka that is concerned about the physical locations and you must
let go of this for it is trapping the decision making process for being clear for you. There is in front of you a great door of opportunity
that you have already touched. Allow yourself to go through it and you will find the place for you to be. Not only in this world but in
many. Think globally, think fifth dimensionally; try not to look at this from a third dimensional perspective. That is the only reason you
feel confusion. Yes, it is clear.
Yes.
Q: I have a strong fear of the after life, of nothingness and it holds me back from my spiritual growth. I want to know if that’s ever going
to clear up or …?
Uriel: It is why you are here today. Your fear is because of the power you leave and the power you have wielded. At the end of Atlantis
you ran from the temple with many others and did not participate in the upliftment. And so you have brought with you a guilt. There are
others here who were part of that group. Sri Ram Kaa was one of them. And so it is important for you to understand that it is your time
to claim back your power and to wield your power with the gift of wholeness and there cannot be fear when you come from the truth of
who you are. You have great power and you are ready to wield it in a manner that will be of great love, light and service. Yet, only your
heart must know this. Let your galactic heart open, Dear One, it is still not beaming brightly. This is why you are here today.

Closing Remarks from Archangel Uriel
All of you are hearing this message for very important reasons and we see many more questions. We wish for you to know that there
has been such a significant transfer of energy and healing to you that we cannot sustain this body much longer this way without causing
damage. And so we must say thank you.
Thank you.
Remember.
Know who you are. Know who you are.
Activate your truth. Move forward.
Be in your own galactic alignment.
Let nothing stop you. You are in wholeness now.
We see you for who you are. We know your power. We know your light.
We know your love. We know your truth.
We humbly say thank you from the archangelic realm, from all of what you call Ascended Masters, and from many dimensions
that have sat here with you today in their own forms of density who are eager to reunite with you.
Thank you, Dear Ones. Do not be silent; spread your word.
Know how loved you are!
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